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Measuring emittance spectra of likely Mars surface materials is necessary for evaluation of the 
infrared spectra of Mars measured by Mariner 9 and future Mars missions. Preliminary relative 
emittance spectra of Mars soil analogs have been measured here for this reason and also to study the 
relationship between emittance and reflectance spectra in finely-particulate materials. The analog 
materials used in these experiments include chemically-altered, ferrihydrite-bearing and ferric 
sulfate-bearing montmorillonites. Emittance spectra of these analogs show inversely similar features 
to the reflectance spectra, as predicted by Kirchhoffs Law. The most intense features are due to 
water in these samples and occur at 3000 - 3500 cm-1 (-3 pm) and -1630 cm-I (-6.1 pm). The 
Christiansen feature is observed near 1215 cm-I (-8.2 pm) in emittance spectra and near 1250 cm-I 
(8.0 pm) in reflectance spectra of these samples. 

Introduction. In preparation for future Mars missions, it is important to study the infrared 
spectral properties (emittance and reflectance) of Mars soil analog materials. The infrared 
spectrometer flown on Mariner 9 measured a broad, diffuse band near 10 pm (1000 cm-l) and a 
significantly weaker band near 20 pm (500 cm-l) that were attributed to the surface dust/soil on Mars 
[1,2]. Reported here is a summary of a work in progress using a recently developed emittance 
system at the DLR [3]. 

Ferric-enriched smectites have been selected as Martian analog materials for many experiments. 
Reflectance spectra of ferrihydrite-bearing and ferric sulfate-bearing montmorillonites prepared in 
the laboratory [4,5,6] exhibit ferric bands characteristic of the bright regions on Mars and features 
near 2.2 and 3 pm that are also consistent with the spectra of some Martian bright regions [7,8,9]. 

Methods. The femhydrite-bearing and femc sulfate-bearing montmorillonites were prepared 
in the laboratory as Mars soil analog materials [6]. Each sample was dry sieved to < 45 pm for these 
spectral measurements. Infrared reflectance spectra were measured using a Bruker FTIR with a 
Harrick reflectance attachment and a multiple sample carrousel built at the DLR. Each of the 
samples and the standard, a diffuse gold surface, were purged of H20 and C02 for 30 minutes prior 
to measurement. This resulted in similar H 2 0  and C02 concentrations in the sample chamber 
atmosphere, but did not remove adsorbed water from the samples. Absolute reflectance was 
achieved for these samples by scaling them to RELAB spectra, measured at Brown University [6]. 

Infrared emittance spectra were measured using a Bruker FTIR and an emittance attachment 
built at the DLR 131. A 1 rnrn layer of each sample was sieved into a Cu sample dish, resulting in a 
"fluffy" texture. The sample was maintained in the sample chamber at a constant hot-plate 
temperature of 333 K. The actual sample temperature is difficult to measure, and may be different 
than the temperature of the sample environment. After 30 minutes an apparent temperature 
equilibrium was achieved (no further changes in radiance occurred). The sample radiance was 
divided by the radiance of the black body (Cu disk covered with Nextel-Velvet-Coating 811-21, 
purchased from the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Berlin) to obtain an effective emittance 
spectrum. Problems with this current black body prevent calculation of absolute emittance values; 
however, the completion of calibration procedures for a new black body is expected soon. One 
artifact of this black body is spectra exhibiting emissivity >1 for wavelengths longer than -7.8 pm 
(1280 cm-I). 

Results and Discussion. Emittance spectra of femhydrite-bearing and femc sulfate-bearing 
montmorillonites are shown from 3000 cm-1 to 400 cm-I (3.3 - 25 pm) in Figure la. Reflectance 
spectra of these samples are shown in Figure l b  for comparison. In general, the emittance and 
reflectance spectra of these samples are inversely related, as expected by Kirchhoffs Law. 

The femc sulfate-bearing montmorillonite is brighter in reflectance and darker in emittance 
near 2500 cm-I (4 pm) than the ferrihydrite-bearing montmorillonite. The primary spectral features 
in both samples occur at 3000 - 3500 cm-I (-3 pm) and -1630 cm-I (-6.1 pm) and are due to 
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adsorbed and bound water in the montmorillonite interlayer regions. The Christiansen feature is 
observed at 1255 cm-I (-8.0 pm) for the ferrihydrite-bearing montmorillonite and at 1247 cm-I 
(-8.0 pm) for the ferric sulfate-bearing montmorillonite in the reflectance spectra shown in Figure 
1b and in [6]. The Christiansen feature is observed at a longer wavelength (near 8.2 pm, or -1215 
cm-l) in the emittance spectra of both samples. 

Three weak features due to structural OH in the montmorillonite are observed from 950 - 850 
cm-I (-1 1 pm) in each of the altered montmorillonites. Additional weak features are observed in the 
ernittance spectra of both samples (at slightly different positions and intensities) near 1100 cm-I (-9 
pm), 1015 cm-I (-10 pm), 800 cm-I (-13 pm) and 500 cm-I (-20 pm). Another feature observed 
near 550 cm-I was proven through spectral analysis to come from the sample dish. 

Conclusions. These preliminary ernittance spectra of ferrihydrite-bearing and ferric sulfate- 
bearing montmorillonites are in general consistent with the spectra of Mars measured by the infrared 
spectrometer on Mariner 9. Kirchhoffs Law is obeyed to first order for the reflectance and 
emittance spectra of these samples, and will be further analyzed in greater detail, especially with 
respect to the influence of particle size on spectra of these samples. 

Figure 1 Emittance and Reflectance Spectra of Mars Soil Analogs. 
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